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This is a revision of Technical Note No. 34, first.issued in 1938
by C. R. Hursh. Reissues in 1939 and 1940 included numerous valuable
suggestions for improvements from co-workers in the field of small .
drainage-area studies. Since the last issue in 1940, additions and de-
letions in both procedures’ and forms have been effected. In the present
edition these changes have been brought up to date and more recent tech-
niques and methods added; also a new section in. ground water inventories.

This outline represents the efforts of the field and office staffs and
technicians of the Division of Watershed Management at the Southeastern
Forest Experiment Station, and acknowledgment is made to all who have
been associated with this Division.

ABBREVIATIONS

c.f. = cubic feet
c . f . s .  = cubic feet per second
ci8.m.  = cubic feet per second per square mile
gal. = gallons
gpd. = gallons per day
mgd. = million gallons per day
a./f.  = acre feet
in. /hr. = inches per hour

WATER UNITS

1 cubic foot - 7.4805 gallons 1 cubic foot per second = 646,317 gpd.
1 acre foot = 43,560 cubic feet 1 cubic foot per second per day = 1.9835 a. /f.
1 acre foot = 325,851 gallons 1 gallon per minute = 1440 gpd.
1 acre inch = 3,630 cubic feet 1 million gallons per day = 1.5472 c. f. 8.
1 acre inch q 27,154 gallons
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OUTLINE FOR COMPILING PRECIPITATION, RUNOFF, AND
GROUND WATER DATA FROM SMALL DRAINAGE AREAS
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a n d
Robert E. Dils
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INTRODUCTION

Studies of small drainage areas directed toward a better understanding
of the relationships between land management practices and water resources
are among the best bases for intelligent management of water once it falls on
the land as precipitation. Information derived from such studies serves as a
basis upon which to plan for water conservation, and for agricultural, munici-
pal, industrial, and recreational needs.

Before any resource can be managed properly, an inventory is neces-
sary. A complete inventory or accounting for all forms of water recharge
and water discharge for any drainage area would require a thorough analysis
of all phases of the hydrologic cycle includi.ng  precipitation losses due to
interception by vegetative canopies, evaporation and transpiration losses,
soil moisture retention, and all forms of ground water seepage. Many years
of systematic research will be required before all these phases of the hydro-
logic cycle will be accounted for accurately. Fortunately, certain of the
more easily measured phases do furnish a fairly reliable basis for inter-
preting important trends in the water economy of small drainage areas. Three
such measurements are precipitation, runoff or streamflow, and ground water
storage. These measurements are the primary steps in studies of small drain-
age areas. They also assist in orienting the research needs for other less
easily measured phases of the hydrologic cycle.

This outline describes a basic inventory method for the systematic com-
pilation of data on precipitation, streamflow, and ground water. It is based on
over 20 years of experience with small drainage areas at the Coweeta Hydro-
logic Laboratory, in the Southern Appalachian Mountains. As an aid in sub-
sequent analysis work, much of the data is compiled to correspond with the
growing and dormant seasons, i. e . , from May to October and November to
April, respectively, or to correspond with the following hydrologic seasons:

May-September, period of maximum evaporation and transpiration;
October-December, period of soil moisture recharge;
January-April, period of ground water recharge.



PRECIPITATION

Since approximately 98 percent of the precipitation received o.n the
Coweeta Hydrologic Laboratory occurs in the form of rain, the treatment of
precipitation in this paper is restricted to the compilation of rainfall data.

Two measurements of rainfall are commonly made in hydrologic as
well as meteorologic studies: first, total rainfall, in which the U. S. Weather
Bureau standard rain gage is used, and second, rainfall intensity, where a
recording gage is used.

STANDARD RAIN GAGE DATA

Trail Forms a and b

The original field measurements of rainfall collected in the standard
rain gages are tabulated on Trail Form a. In addition to the depth of rain in
inches, the rain gage number, date of rain, date of the gage reading, time
of the reading, and any pertinent remarks are all recorded on the trail form.
The original field or trail forms are filed for permanent reference.

For major storms, or all storms yielding over 2 inches of rain, a sup-
plemental form, Trail Form b, is used along with Trail Form a. On line 1,
the gage number is entered. On line 2, a check measurement is entered.
This consists of the stick reading in inches and hundredths of inches in the 8-
inch cylinder after the full a-inch  core has been removed. On line 3, 2.00
inches is ordinarily entered for the volume of water in the full a-inch  core.
The water in this core is thrown out and the core is filled nearly full from
the water remaining in the 8-inch cylinder. This volume is measured and
the value recorded on line 4. If more water remains, the process is repeated
and the volume recorded on line 5. The column is then totaled (starting with
line 3). This total is entered on line 6 and also in the appropriate column on
Trail Form a. If more than 6 inches of rain is measured, use another column
to record the values on Trail Form b.

Storm Separation

It is not always practicable to read each standard rain gage immediate-
ly after a storm, and quite often a second storm occurs before a measure-
ment can be made. For individual storm studies it is then necessary to
separate the amount of rainfall attributed to each storm. To make such sep-
arations, the chart from the recording rain gage nearest to a standard gage
is examined and the amount of rainfall attributed to each storm is calculated.
The percentage of rainfall for each storm is computed, and these percent-
ages are then applied to the standard gage readings. Data at the head of page
4 illustrate this method of storm separation.
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Trail Form a

Trail Form b
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’ Recording rain ’ Standard rain gage values
Storm : : Percentages :

. gage values . : No. 21 : No. 20 : No. 18

Inches Inches Inches Inches

Total 5.40 100 5.38 5.50 5.27
Storm 1 1.65 30.6 1.65 1.68 1.61
Storm 2 3.75 69.4 3.73 3.82 3.66

Monthly Record of Standard Rain Gages--Form 1

The next step in the compilation of standard rain gage data is to sum-
marize individual storm values by months. Rainfall data for each gage and
for each storm are entered on Form 1, which shows the dates rainfall occurred,
the corresponding dates on which the gages were read and the amount of rain
recorded in inches. The rainfall columns are totaled to give the total monthly
rainfall for each gage. If the individual storm values were derived by storm
separation rather than directly from the trail form, this is indicated in the
remarks column.

Annual Summary of Standard Rain Gage Data by Months

Another step in the recording of data from the individual standard rain
gages is the annual summary by months (see following summary). Supple-
mental information in addition to the actual rainfall data by months and years
might be the elevation at the gage location, the rise in feet from the gage
location to the top of the ridge, the azimuth of the exposure, and the slope
distance from the gage location to the top of the ridge, as well as the record-
ing rain gage used for storm separations, and the watersheds which the gage
services.

Record of Weighted Mean Precipitation on an Individual Drainage Basin

Since most drainages require more than one gage for adequate sam-
pling, precipitation in area inches is derived from a weighted mean of all
gage measurements. Form 2 is used for this computation.

The Horton- Thiessen Mean Method _1! is ordinarily used for estimating
the weighted area inches of rainfall. This method consists of applying to each
standard gage reading a weight factor which is the percentage of the total
drainage area lying closer to this gage than to any other gage. The rain gage
service area, represented by each standard rain gage, is determined by
geometric construction and planimetering. Each rain gage reading is applied
to an area bounded by either the perpendicular bisectors of the lines connect-
ing each gage to adjacent gages, or by the boundary of the drainage area, or
by both. Figure 1 illustrates the method of determining rain gage service areas.

J/ Horton, Robert E. Accuracy of area1 rainfall estimates. Monthly
Weather Review 51: 348-353. 1923.
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mmnLY r&cm (P
sr- RAlx GAGES

Form 1
Filr lo. 3.131

t I

nathly t&d l6.S 15.93 4.99 16.36 18.80 19.31 19.06 13.83 lb.51 15.77 4.63 13.k

asterisk indicates all storms
determined bystomrrcparation

Month March Year 1952

Recorder C. L. Shape
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RI-SE
:;ATER  REEIATIGNS
Precipitation
Expt. Area Coweetn

U. S. Department of Agriculture
Forest Service

ANTPJAL  RECORD BY MONTHS FOR AN
IMIVIDUAL  STANDARD RAIN GAGE

(In inches)

File No. 3.1314

Standard Rain Gage No. 3 9 Computed by B.C.
Checked by E.A.J.

I I I I I I I I I I I I I
Jan. 1 Feb.1 1;ar.l Apr. I Bay June 1 ~ulyl Aug. I Sept./  Oct.1 Nov.1 Dec. 1 Total IBean

19llc;I  7.h71 R-771  c; I-73  A-l,!, I  ?-701  7 . 1 1  I  3-115’1  3.61,  I  8 . 7 0 1  c;L171  )I-801  R-c;9  1 6 5 . 0 7  I
-T-s CIIL ---- .-a< -.L+,+ .v-- /w-w ___. ____ -__- ___~ ___- ____ ._.~,

1946 12.69 8.07 11.10 4.91 8.36 3.36 5.01 3.76 4 44 4.131 4.93 I75.!~0 1
1947 12.40 2.86 4.13 5.02 3.56 6.47

4 3% 4
7:89 6 711I ! I. 31 I68 I o-3-. _._ I

1948 5.88 8 -75
11:7: 5 5,:;o 5 4

4 4 0 9.60 8.26 3.95 1.19 19:5-,I I ‘iXl  87.73 I,-__,  ~._._ ,
1949 9.46 6.72 6.76 8.18

6:l; 4 5
lo:38 8.93 9.00 5.44 10.23 2.591 7.13 190.94 1

I I I

--_-
! .84110.24 1 65.95 1

I I I I I I I I I I I I I I

I I I I I I I I I I I I I I

I I I I I I I I I I I I I I

R. R. 0. 2 for storlh stparation
Vatmshed~18
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PRECIPITATION ON INDIVIDUAL WATERSHEDS

Form2
File No. 3.132

Watershed ?ms

PertorI  septedler  3 to October 8 ,  1936 Sheet
1

of
1

Sheets



0 STANDARD RAIN GAGE ./

0 R E C O R D I N G  R A I N  G A G E /

‘I 90°  V - N O T C H  W E I R ,/SO0  V-NOTCH WE I R

\ \ e’

4 9 % P E R C E N T  D R A I N A G E  A R E A

SCALE IN FEET
0 5 0 0 1000

CONTOUR INTERVAL IO0  FEET

Figure 1. --Rain gage service areas for Watershed 7, a 145.5-acre  area.
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The standard rain gage (S.R.G.) number and its weight factor are listed
in the first and second columns of Form 2. In the remaining 14 columns are
recorded individual storms, each storm requiring two columns. The amount
of precipitation for each gage is recorded in the first column, the product of
the weight factor and the amount of precipitation in the second. The sum of
the amounts in the second column is the weighted mean precipitation on the
drainage basin in area inches for the individual storms.

This method is ordinarily employed for routine weighted rainfall com-
pilations. However, for special investigations it may be desirable to use
other methods such as plotting rainfall isohyetols.

Summary of Weighted Precipitation for Drainage Areas

To complete the summarization of “raw” precipitation data, a summary
of the weighted precipitation received on a given watershed is tabulated by
months and years. An example of such a tabulation is shown in the Annual
Record of Weighted Precipitation below (File No. 3.1321) for Coweeta Water-
shed No. 18. Note the supplemental data.describing elevation, area, record-
ing gage, and standard gages.

RECORDING RAIN GAGE DATA

For most hydrologic work, it is desirable to know not only the total
amount of rainfall or recharge but also the manner in which it was received,
i.e., the rainfall intensities. Three types of instruments have been used for re-
cording rainfall: the weighing gage, the float gage, and the tipping bucket gage.
Only the first of these is commonly used today; however, the method of record-
ing is similar in the first two and this discussion would apply to either type.
Rainfall intensities are recorded on the precipitation intensity record, Form 4.

Precipitation Intensity Record- -Form 4

On this form is shown a continuous record of rainfall for individual
storms as recorded by a single recording rain gage, and also as corrected
for the rainfall collected in a standard rain gage, which in each case is in-
stalled beside the recording gage. The purpose of this form is to tabulate
data for an accurate reproduction of recorded precipitation and to compile
precipitation intensity data.

A storm is considered as a period of precipitation separated by at least
6 hours from any other period in which precipitation occurs. The times of
beginning and ending of the precipitation are indicated on the recorded chart
by the symbols, P. B. and P. E., respectively (fig. 2).

Column 1. Date of rainfall.

Column 2. Time of change in rainfall intensity. The time is read from the
recorder chart at the points where significant changes in rain-
fall rates occur. Such points are called natural breaks.

-9-



RI-SE
NATER  RELATION5 U. S. Departnznt  of h~riculture
Precipitation Forest Service
Expt. Area Coweeta AWUAL  RECORD BY MOI’.THS OF  ‘;;EIGKTED

PRECIPITATIOR ON AN IKD?XDUAL DRAIRAGE BASIN

(In inches)

File No. 3.1321

‘v!atershed  No. 2 Computed by B.C.
Checked by Ez

Watershed Data:
Hax. elevation
Min. elevation
Mid. elevation mft.

Area 30.84 acres -

FRG for storm separation 2
Standard rain gages zz

Sheet 1 of 1 sheets- -
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R I - S E ” SDEPARTMENT  OF AGRICULTURE F o r m  4
FOREST SERVICE

WATER RELATIONS F i l e  N o  3*133

Precipitation PRECIPITATION INTENSITY RECORD
1Ram  Gage No. -, Type  Recording Float Experimental Area Coweeta

1 Inch on Chart =u Precip.,m.Tlme Watershed 7
0 , It -40 r

Time and Date of tor
BF

Sept. 29-30, 1936 Lat.~,-,~L0ng.---,---7-
ICirclr One:  EST, ST, MST, PST1

Set  --,Tp.-p,R a n g e  _-

Elevat ion:  (M.S.L.) 2875 Feet Totol  Precipktotlon a- Inches

Correction Factor = mn soaln  ~~~~~~~~~~~~~  or S&G  5.94
Recording  Ran  Gage Pr~cip,totien  - 6.02

.98? Storm Gloss

Maximum Depth and Intensity for Gwen Time lnlervols

Tabulated by ms Date me ‘93’ C h e c k e d  b y K,A.M. D o t e  June 1938

C o m p u t e d  b y  m D a t e  .hlm  1938 C h e c k e d  b y LA& D a t e  June ‘9j8

Period of Record 1710 Se-9 to Oh10  SePtd0.1936 S h e e t  kof ’~ Sheets
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Column 3. Time intervals in minutes between natural breaks in rainfall
intensity are entered here. Intervals are always read to the
smallest time interval that can be determined with a reasonable
degree of accuracy from the individual recorder chart.

Column 4. Accumulated rainfall or cumulative depths in inches at the end
of each time interval are recorded in column 4.

Column 5. The actual increments between intervals are entered here. The
first line of the first sheet of a record will be blank.

Column 6. The entries in column 5 are corrected to the standard rain gage
catch and entered in column 6. Corrections may be necessary
because of instrumental errors, such as pen reversal, base line
errors, etc. Depending upon the objective, the mean basin pre-
cipitation (weighted area precipitation) may also be used for this
correction. The correction factor, as noted on the bottom of the
form, is the standard rain gage reading (control rain gage) or the
mean basin precipitation value divided by the total recorded rain-
fall. Figures in column 5 multiplied by this correction factor are
the corrected values shown in column 6.

Column 7

Column 8. Notes of beginning and ending of rainfall (P. B. and P: E. ) are
recorded opposite times shown in column 2. This column is also
used for pertinent remarks about the storm or comments con-
cerning the computations. At the bottom of the form, space is
provided for recording on the proper lines the figures used in
determining the correction factor. The blank provided for storm
class may be used for special storm studies. It is not used for
routine compilations. The maximum rainfall depths and intensities
in inches per hour are recorded for selected rainfall durations in
minutes. These rates are obtained by scanning the chart to get
the combination producing the maximum rate for each time interval.
Note that they are taken directly from the chart and not from the
recorded depths. With a little experience these rates can be taken
readily from the chart with a template and/or a pair of dividers.
Blanks are also provided for dating and initialing the tabulations
and checking. In addition, the period of record (dates and times)
should be entered at the bottom of the page. Even though no pre-
cipitation occurs on some dates, the times and dates from one
chart to the next should be continuous to show that no storms have
been missed or skipped.

The increments of column 6 are converted into rainfall rates in
inches per hour for the time interval.

col. 6 x 60
col. 3 = column 7

- 13 -



Weighted Rainfall Intensity Records

On larger drainage areas or where intensive sampling is desired on
small areas, more than one recording rain gage may be used to service the
area. In this case it may be desirable to weight the rainfall intensity data.
This may be done by again applying the Horton-Thiessen mean method as
outlined previously.

TILTED GAGES

For special studies located in areas of rugged topography with varied
wind currents and exposures, it is sometimes desirable to compare precip-
itation caught in rain gages having orifices set parallel to the slope with the
conventional .vertically  placed gages. Because of differences in the area of
the receiver or orifice of the tilted gage exposed to rainfall, it is necessary
to correct the tilted-gage values to the equivalent horizontal-gage reading in
order to make comparisons between the two settings. The procedure used
at the Coweeta Hydrologic Laboratory for making such corrections is given
below.

The amount of rainfall in the conventionally placed gage is measured
and emptied. Then the volume of rain in the tilted gage is poured into the
2-inch receiver of the standard gage and measured. To correct the latter
value, the measured depth in inches is divided by the cosine of the slope
angle or the angle of tilt of the tilted gage. Some sample computations are
as follows :

’ Fie1d  readings ’ Cosine 0 i Corrected i Deviation of tilted
Gage  :

number : Vertical  i Tilted i Correction : tilted-gage igage from  vertical

gage  : fitage  : f a c t o r  ’
:

r e a d i n g  . gage catch
.

Inches Inches Inches Inches Percent

2 3.70 3.53 .9363 3.77 +.07 2
6 1 3.93 3.36 .8772 3.83 - .lO 3
6 4 4.33 3.58 .8456 4.13 - .20 5
7 0 4.10 3.35 .7727 4.33 +.23 6

RUNOFF

The term runoff as used in this paper refers to total discharge and is
synonymous with streamflow. Runoff from small drainage areas is ordinarily
gaged by measuring the depth of water flowing through a weir. The rise and
fall of the water in the weir is recorded on a chart, and by the application of
rating tables the runoff may be converted to rates and volumes. Rating table
values are usually given in cubic feet per second. The various units in which
water is measured and some of the conversion factors that may be applied
are given at the beginning and end of this paper.

- 14 -



RECORD OF RUNOFF- -FORM 6

This form is used in computing a continuous record of runoff for an
individual drainage basin. Data are broken down into time intervals of such
lengths that the records may be used in the analysis of water yield, storm
flow, baseflow  accretion and depletion, infiltration, and storage or detention.
The procedure outlined here is designed to give total water yield. For deter-
mining total storm runoff, it is necessary to affix the time of the start and
the time of the end of storm runoff and, further, to deduct the base flow or
ground water flow. The procedures used in computing the data, however,
are similar to those used in computing total water yield.

Form 6 is designed to permit accurate reproduction of the stream hydro-
graph as well as to give total water yield. To keep the error small, the time
intervals are limited by two factors: (1) the curvature of the stage hydrograph
and (2) the curvature of the stage-discharge relation. Both factors produce a
cumulative error, the net result usually being over-estimated discharges.
The error due to curvature of the stage hydrograph is eliminated by breaking
the hydrograph into segments which do not have appreciable curvature, while
the error due to curvature of the stage-discharge relation is reduced by break-
ing the hydrograph into short intervals.

Figure 3 illustrates some of the features explained below in connection
with the execution of Form 6.

Top of form. The station designation, date of rating table applied, and

Column 1.

Column 2.

Column 3.

Column 4.

integrator setting should be indicated in the proper blanks. A
complete station description, including name, location, size,
elevation, gage type, type of recording instrument, etc., should
be available for each station.

The date is inserted here.

The time of day at which the hydrograph is broken is recorded
in hours and minutes to the nearest number of minutes that can
be read accurately from the given chart (e.g., 2, 5, 10 or 15).
A break in the hydrograph is always made at midnight, at all
peaks, at all troughs, and at definite changes in the slope of the
hydrograph. In listing the times, a line is left blank after mid-
night and, where the time of beginning and ending of stormflow
is indicated, lines are left blank preceding the start of storm-
flow and after the end of stormflow.

The time intervals in minutes between successive breaks (or
between the times of column 2) of the hydrograph are tabulated.

Gage heights at the breaks of the hydrograph (or at the times
shown in column 2) are read from the hydrograph and recorded
in column 4.

- 15 -
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Figure 3. --A stage hydrograph for the period, September 28 to October 3, 1936,  irom the I go0  V-notch weir on Watershed ‘7.



Column 5. Discharge rates in cubic feet per second for the gage heights are
obtained from the stage-discharge (rating) table for the measuring
device 21 employed, and are inserted in column 5.

Column 6. In column 6 are recorded the average discharge rates in cubic
feet per second for the time intervals of column 3. These values
are obtained by averaging the successive discharge rates of
column 5.

Column 7. The discharge rates of column 6 are converted into inches per
hour and tabulated in column 7. These values are obtained by
multiplying each of the column 6 figures by the conversion factor
shown in the heading of form 6. The conversion factor equals

3600 x 12
43560 x drainage area in acres

Column 8. Column 8 is used to record the runoff from the drainage basin
in cubic feet for the time intervals of column 3. Column 8 equals
column 3 x column 6 x 60 seconds.

Column 9. The runoff from the drainage basin in inches for the time inter-
vals of column 3 are listed in column 9.

Column 9 = column 7 x column 3
60

Or
column 8 x 12

drainage area in acres x 43560

Column 10. Column 10 shows the accumulated runoff from the drainage basin
in cubic feet. It is obtained by adding the values in column 8 and
recording the sum opposite the last figure added. Thus, any
value in column 10 represents the total runoff from the starting
point to the time shown in column 2. In order to show total run-
off by days, starting points for accumulated runoff are always
taken at midnight. For storm studies, starting points are also
taken at the beginning of storm runoff and stopped at the end of
the stormflow. Accumulated runoff during a storm is carried
beyond midnight to the end of storm flow, in which case the daily
total runoff is recorded on the blank line which follows each mid-
night. Total storm runoff is similarly recorded.

Column 11. The values in column 10 are converted into inches and recorded
in column 11.

Column 11 = Column 10 x 12
drainage area in acres x 43560

2/ For the go-degree V-notch weir used in the following example see
H. W. King, Handbook of Hydraulics, table 44, pp. 4-59 to 4-62, 4th Edition,
McGraw Hill, New York, 1954.

- 20 -



Column 12. Column 12 is used for showing the mean dai; discharge in cubic
feet per second per square mile (c. s. m. 1. 4

Column 12 =
column 10 (daily total) x 640

drainage area in acres x 86400

The maximum peak discharge rate in cubic feet per second is
converted to cubic feet per second per square mile and inches
per hour and these are also recorded in column 12.

Column 13. The remarks inserted in column 13 must include the following:

Peak (P) noted at each point where the hydrograph changes from
a rising to a falling stage.

Maximum Peak (M. P. ) the highest peak of the entire storm.

Trough (T) noted at each point where the hydrograph changes
from a falling to a rising stage.

For special storm studies, the time storm (or surface) runoff
begins (S. R. B. ) and the time storm (or surface) runoff ends
(S.R.E.) are also noted.

Column 13 is also used for recording any observations, remarks,
or notes pertaining to the chart recorded or to any of the compu-
tations required in executing the form.

RUNOFF SUMMARIES

Drainage Discharge Data- - Forms 7 and 7a

These forms are used for summarizing the discharge or runoff data
from an individual drainage basin. Form 7 is for the growing season, May 1
to October 31, and form 7a is for the dormant season, November 1 to April 30.
The mean discharge in c.f.  s. per square mile (c. s. m. ) is obtained from
column 12, form 6, and tabulated for each day. These data are plotted as a
continuous streamflow hydrograph (fig. 4)  which in turn is used as a guide in
estimating missing records and as a basis for streamflow analyses. Note on
form 7 the line in column 2, May, from May 13 through May 15 and the accom-
panying footnote. This indicates that the record for this period has been es-
timated. If for some reason data are missing or lost, as for instance when
the weir is being cleaned or repaired, the record may be estimated from the
record of an adjacent watershed.

g The heading of this column is left blank so that conversions or data
required for special studies may be inserted.
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HI-SK
WATER REUTIUIE
Sxeanlflaw U.S.  DEPARTMENT OF AGRICULTURE Form 7

Water Yield F O R E S T  S E R V I C E File No. 3.2212

M’t*  Area  -eta  WAlERSFfD,  D I S C H A R G E  D A T A
Mean Discharge in ’ ’ l by Days, Monthqand  Season

Wotershed~Area~A.

C o m p u t e d  b y  H&S*
C h e c k e d  b y  K.A.M. -

6 I h.33 I 2.M I 1.63.1 1.30 1 1.02 ) 1.57 I I
9 1 L.37 1 2&j 1 1.671 1.27 1 1.05 1 1.70 1 I

16 3.83 1 :

Totol
-Mean 1 .

Areo Inches
Precip. in Inches 32
R u n o f f  0s “/, o f  Preclp Ilo. 51.5

P e r i o d  -M&Jr 1. 19% to octcber  31, 1936 __

YWeir being repaired--flow esthated from
sn adjacent watershed.

Sheetlof 2- S h e e t s
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RI-SE
WATERREIATI~ U.S.DEPARTMENT  OF AGRICULTURE
streslaf1ow FOREST SERVICE
Water Yield
Expt.  Area Careeta  WATERSHED DISCHARGE DATA

Form 78

File No.=

Mean Dischorgo  in C.s.m. by  Doys ,  Monthqond  S e o s o n

W o t e r s h e d 7 Area  afi.s A. ;;z;;;yby ii:::;: -

Toto  I
Me0n

A r e a  I n c h e s
Precip. in Inches
R u n o f f  OS  %  o f  P r e c i p .

Period NOW&~ 1, 1936 to Amil  30, 1937 _ SheetAof  2- S h e e t s
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At the bottom of the page the data are summarized by months, seasons,
and years as follows:

Total: The summation of the daily discharges for the month,
season and year. This number has no significance but
is used in the computations which follow.

Mean: Mean daily c. s. m. for the period =

total of mean daily discharge
number of days

Area inches: The volume of runoff expressed as inches depth on
the drainage area.

(Total of mean daily discharge) x 86,400 sec.
2,323,200

2, 323,200 cubic feet = l-inch depth on 1 square mile.

Inches precipitation: The weighted mean precipitation on the drainage
basin taken from form 2.

Runoff as a percent of the precipitation =
area inches runoff
inches precipitation

Stream Hydrograph and Summary by Hydrologic Years

In compiling runoff data, two other runoff summaries are ordinarily
made in addition to the drainage discharge data. The first of these is the
actual stream hydrograph for a calendar year (fig. 4), in which the mean
daily discharge in c. s. m. is shown graphically by days and months. Periods
of high and low flows as well as the hydrologic seasons show up on the
stream hydrograph.

The second summary consists of a tabulation of total discharge from
a given drainage area by months and years on the basis of hydrologic years,
i . e . , from November through the following October. An example of this
summary is given on the following page,

Maximum and Minimum Flow Tabulations

For various flood control and water yield studies, it is frequently
desirable to have a compilation of maximum and/or minimum flows. For
other special studies, compilations of all stream rises or all stream flows
over a given base may be made. On such compilations, the purpose, date,
time of peak, head, flow in c. f. s., c. s .m., and inches per hour and perti-
nent remarks such as type of storm should be indicated. A tabulation of the
annual instantaneous maximum flood peak discharges for Coweeta Watershed
No. 18 is shown on page 27.
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RI-SE
GJATER RE IAT  IONS
Streamflou
Water Yield
Expt. Area Coueeta

U. S. Departmnt cf A.griculture
Forest Service

AIMJAL  9ECCRD BY IiOhTHS OF
RUWFF DATA

FOR AX IKDIVIDUAL  DWKAGE ~3%
(Area inches)

File h’o. j.22131

Watershed No. 18 Area 30.814 acres Coxputcd  by W.C.
Checked by Em

“$2 1 Total INov.  IDec.  1 Jan. IFeb.  1 I:archlAprill  Hay 1 June I July I Aug. ISept.1  Oct.

I I I I I I I I I I I I I
Watershed data : Control:

120'  V-notdh blade

Mid. elevation 2703 ft.
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RI-SE
iEIATER  .REL&TIOrS U. S. aepartment  of Agriculture

File nTo. 3.2102

Streamflow Forest Service
Expt. Area Coveeta AXJ'JAL  115TA:TA~~EOlJS  IQXJl.;W  FL@/

P)ISCHARGE  FOR AN INDIVIDUAL DRAINAGE AREA

I!atershed  No. 18 ;,rea  3O.S$ acres Computed by E.A.J.
Checked by J.L.K.

Calendar
year Date Head Discharge Remarks

Feet C.f.s. C.s.m.

1936 Y-30

19371938 P;'Z-
1939
1940 8229

19411942
1943

'p
-

1944 3-27
1945 3-18
1946 2-M
1947 8-25

19481949 26
1950 8-30
199 7-G
1952 3-10
lF53 6-13
195!1 6-16
1955
1956
1957
1958

:;65:

0020
0030
0250
1230
2220
104.5
1010
1840
0150
1800
1115
1320
061.5
0720
1600
1250
2300
1900
1120

0.802
.!34

1.130
1.035
.795
.4B4

2%

:g
.63;
.935
.~GO

2
.642
.827
.617
.680

2.%!5
1.187
5.976
4.819
2.526
.749

2.L%
I.352
1.132
.676

1.429
3.758
2..%5
2.373
1.374
1.485
2.766
1.347
1.723

124.00
99.99
52.4115.55

Records begin
June 3, 1936

77.98
53.22
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SPECIAL WATER-YIELD COMPUTATIONS

Within the past few years two other methods of computing water yield
have been tested and used to a limited extent at the Coweeta Hydrologic Lab-
oratory. The first of these two methods was devised by the Mountain State
Research Center, Northeastern Forest Experiment Station, and effects a
considerable saving in computing time by reducing the number of points on
the hydrograph used in the calculations. The second method is the applica-
tion of the U. S. Geological Survey Discharge Integrator.

Northeastern Station Method

This method was adapted from U. S. Geological Survey techniques.
Through a change in the conventional method of marking the charts, the
office work involved in computing and tabulating water yield may be reduced
by effecting a reduction in the number of points or “breaks” in the hydrograph
used in the calculations. In the “Form 6 Method” described previously, cal-
culation points were marked on the hydrograph at all breaks in the curve of the
hydrograph and at all peaks and troughs as well as at midnight, storm begin-
ning, and storm ending. In this method the breaks at storm beginning, max-
imum peak, and midnight are still utilized, but all other calculation points
are made only where there is an appreciable rise or fall in discharge.

The allowable rise or fall before a calculation point is made depends
upon a head-discharge relation that has been worked out and tabulated in a
range table (table of permissible rise or fall in head for a given head range
value). The permissible rise or fall is determined by the following rule:
“Points on the hydrograph are made when the difference in discharge between
consecutive heads exceeds one and one-half times the difference in discharge
between heads where the previous break was made. ”

Using a 90’ V-notch rating table, the range table may be derived by
using the following procedure. Assume a head reading of 0.300 foot as a
starting point. For the next reading use 0.310 foot. Referring to the rating
table, the difference in discharge between the two head readings is 0.0109
c.f.s. One and one-half times this value is 0.0153 c.f.s. Refer again to the
rating table and by inspection find the next highest paired values of head read-
ings where the difference in discharge just exceeds 0.0153 c.f.s., i.e., 0.0154
c . f . s . In this case the paired head values are 0.369 and 0.379 foot. The
difference between the head readings (0.369 - 0.300 or 0.069 foot) then is the
permissible rise or fall in head for a head reading of 0.300 foot. This process
may be repeated for each tenth of a fo,ot change in head or at least often enough
to define a curve of permissible rise in head over head for the range of values
you expect to find on the hydrograph. The values for permissible rise in head
are plotted against corresponding heads and a smooth curve is fitted to these
data. From these curved values the final range table is made. The actual
range of head values is arbitrary, i.e., 0.301 - .325,  0.326 - .350,  etc. ,or
0.301 - . 350, 0.351 - .400,  etc. A range table constructed for the 90° and
the 120’  V notch weirs is given on the following page.
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RI-SE File No. 3.2331
MATER RELATIOI\Is U. 5. Department of Agriculture
Streamflow Forest Service
Computations RANGE TABLE FOR CQ'IPUTI~~G XATER YIELD
Area Coweeta BY NOPTHEASTERN  STATIOI'J !IETHOD

Head range
(Feet)

: Permissible rise or fall
: in head
: so"  V-Yotch : 120" V-Notch

0.301- .350
.351-  .4(io
.lrOl-  .450
.!&l- .500
.SOl- .sso
.551-  l 600
.601- .650
.651- .700
.701- .750
.751- .800
.801- .850
.851- .900
.9Ol- .950
.951-1.000

1.001-1.0~0
l.Ojl-1.100
1.101-1.1~0
1.151-1.200
1.201-1.250
1.251-1.300
1.301-1.350
1.351-1.400
l.llOl-l.Li$)
l.;JSl-l.SOO
1.gx-1.s~o
1.5'51-1.600
1.601-1.650
1.651-1.700

Feet Feet

0.092
.110
.127

28
.178
.195
.212
.229
.2145
.262
.280
.2!:
.31:
-331
.350
.365
.382
J~OO
.S16
-434
.I&
.!:G
A85
.!a1
l 51?

0.080
. 100
.llO
.120
.1110
.150
.I70
.3.80
.200
.210
.230
.21ro
.250
.270
.280
.290
.310
.320

20"
9370
.380
.400

:t:,"

:g
0470
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To illustrate the application of the table, assume that storm flow starts
at a head reading of 0.831 foot. Referring to the range table, a permissible
rise of 0.262 foot is indicated. The next computing point on the hydrograph
would then be made where the head reading was 1.093 feet (0.831 plus 0.2621,
assuming that the maximum peak of midnight does not intervene.

The second step in the method is in the computing. Once the calculation
points have been established, the exact head for the time interval between two
consecutive points is determined by placing a plastic straightedge or template
horizontally on that portion of the hydrograph in question and then balancing by
inspection the areas above and below the edge or line and the curve (the areas
bounded by the hydrograph curve, the horizontal line and the time ordinates
of the two points--areas A and B in figure 5). Discharge is recorded only for
the head reading at the intersection of the horizontal line and the hydrograph.
This head value is multiplied by the time interval in seconds to obtain the
interval discharge in cubic feet.

COMPlUING  POINT

R I S E  I N  H E A D
AREA A=
AREA 13

I
I B Y
1 JNSPECTION

/TIME ORDINANT

Figure 5. --Schematic representation
of Northeastern method for weighting
areas in determining an average head
and estimating time interval for com-
puting water yield.

Step one in this method results in a saving in computing’time, since
less than half as many points are marked on the hydrograph. The second
step effects a reduction in office work, since only one entry for discharge is
now necessary. Under the “Form 6” method it was necessary to enter dis-
charge for each break and then average the values for the interval discharge.

The regular Form 6, Record of Runoff, may be adapted for use with
this method . For comparison, runoff for the same storm period as used in
illustrating the conventional method of computing water yield has been cal-
culated and tabulated utilizing this method, and is given in the Record of Run-
off on the following page. Note the difference between the two methods in
number of entries and in water yield values. For the 6-day period the differ-
ence in water yields amounts to only 0.063 percent and the largest daily dif-
ference was 0.17 percent (for September 30) when compared with results
obtained when the conventional method was used.
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Tests on this method indicate that results obtained are within an error
of plus or minus 2 percent for daily, weekly, or monthly discharges when
compared to discharge values determined by both the Form 6 method and by
using the U.S.G.S. Discharge Integrator.

It should be noted that this method cannot be used for storm studies
without alteration and that additional experience is ordinarily required in
properly selecting the exact head used in the computing.

Discharge Integrator

A discharge integrator has been developed by the U. S. Geological
Survey for use in streamflow calculations. The integrator is shown in
figure 6. It is designed to give discharge values directly in cubic feet per
second. The basic principle of the integrator might be considered as a
compensating planimeter. A different setting is required for each weir
rating and type of chart. Once the proper adjustments have been made for
these settings on the instrument, the integration or compilation of streamflow
is very simple, accurate and rapid.

Detailed instructions and procedure for the operation of the discharge
integrator have been outlined in U. S. Geological Survey publications.

When compiling streamflow data by means of the integrator at the
Coweeta Hydrologic Laboratory, we use Form 8, shown on the following page.
Discharge in mean daily c .f. s. is read directly from the instrument and by
the application of appropriate conversion factors daily values may also be
given in c.s.m., cubic feet, or area inches.

The discharge integrator effects a tremendous saving in time required
for compiling water-yield data. After the instrument is properly set, approx-
imately 1 year of stream discharge record may be computed in an 8-hour day.

Figure 6.- Discharge integrator.
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RI-SE U. S. Department of Agricul+e 1%rm8
WATERRELATIONS Forest Service File 3.2212
Streamflow RECORD CF RUN@'F
Water Yield BYDAYSFORANINDIVIDUALDRAINGEAREA
Expt. Area Cmteta

Watershed Ho. 7
Control 90° V-notch

Area 145.5 Acres
Conversion factor

Integrator setting Oct. 19%
Integrator operator W. Curtis

c.f.s. to c.s.m.
42422

Compilation by B. Cum&&am
Computed by C. Swafford, 3/5$

Date Mean daily C.s.m. Cubic feet Area inches F&marks
c.f.s.

July 1936
(1)

87
9

10
11
12

ii
15
16

3
19
20
21
22

ii
25
26
2 7
28

9:
3 1

(21

“:k::
448

:g
.393
.380
.371
.380
.373
.382

:;g
94%
.382
.373
441

::g
9355
:SZ

:g

:;B
.314
.309
.312

(3)
1.76

1.76
1.73
1.67
1.63
1.67
1.64
1.68
24%
2.03
1.78
1.68
1.64

12%

1.36
1.37
1.82
1.81

(4)

;;9E
38:710
43,200
34,560
33,955
32,830
32,054
32,830
32,230
33,005

:"glg
34:990
33,005
32,230
38,100
32,830
31,020
30,670
32,400
29,635
29,290
29,460
28,860
27,994
27,130

ZE
x$69
35,680

0.065
.113
0073
.082:z
.062
Sk51
.062
.061
0063
0095

,063
.061
.072

:i$;
.058
.o61
.O%
*OS5
.O%
.055
.053
.051
.og
*OS1
.068
.068

Totals 12.266 53.97 W59,782 2.007

(6)
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Ground Water Depletion Curves

The ground water depletion curve or the master recession curve is a
useful hydrologic tool in various special studies. It is particularly applicable
in the separation of base flow in storm hydrograph studies. Depletion curves
may be constructed graphically by systematically matching arcs from a basin
hydrograph or by arithmetic means. Only hydrographs for nonstorm  periods
are used for this purpose. A procedure used at the Coweeta Hydrologic Labora-
tory to calculate a depletion curve for a given drainage basin is described below.

The rate at which the ground water flow gradually decreases follows a
die -away type exponential curve. For the time interval from maximum to
lowest rates of ground water flow a depletion curve has been obtained by
using the formula:

Q = Q eskt
0 (1)

where

Q = rate of discharge in c. s. m. at time t

Q. = initial rate of discharge in c. s. m. at time t = o

e = base of natural logarithms

t = time in days

k = a watershed constant

A better fit of this decreasing ground water flow into a depletion curve
has been obtained by using the formula:

Q = Q ewktn
0

(2)

In this equation n is another watershed constant. Equations (1) and (2) can
be reduced to a linear form by taking common logarithms of both sides. For
example, equation (2) in double logarithm form becomes:

log  (log  Q. - log Q) = n log t + log k - 0.362216

where corresponding to the familiar

Y = ax + b

Y = log (log Q.  - log Q)

X = log t

a = log k - 0.362216

b  = n

Once values of t and Q have been determined, equations (1) and (2) can
be solved for the constants using the method of least squares.
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During the period while ground water is diminishing, rains occur that
produce storm flow which distorts the true time scale and does not permit
the continuous development of a complete depletion curve. To overcome this,
it is necessary to employ segments of the hydrograph that represent rain-
less periods. The mean daily discharges during the depletion season for all
years on record are examined and tabulated for periods consisting of 6 or
more successive days with ground water flow. Several methods may be used
in this selection. For example, all nonstorm  periods over 10 days are noted,
and 4 days after the end of precipitation are allowed for removing any influence
of subsurface flow. This results in a minimum series of at least 6 days of
ground water depletion.

Another procedure has been to work directly with the stream hydrograph
of mean daily discharge (fig. 4) and select the periods with distinct ground
water flow. The individual periods are then arranged in order of decreasing
magnitude, with the maximum discharge at the top. Table 1 shows how this
arrangement of synchronizing the individual depletion periods is carried out.

Fitting the individual series from the various periods together for an
average discharge requires some judgement. However, computers with vary-
ing degrees of experience have turned out essentially the same average series
for plotting on logarithmic paper with no significant differences to the constants
in equations (1)  and (2). The method of least squares is used to fit the values
of t and Q for computing the curve and formula. Figure 7 shows the derived
curve for Coweeta Watershed No. 18.

For routine use, it is most convenient to convert the curve from figure
7 to read directly in gage height over the weir and adjust to the time scale of
the original field chart. This adjusted curve is then transferred to transparent
cloth or clear plastic and used as an overlay on the original record for separat-
ing base flow from storm hydrographs.

D I S C H A R G E =  IOe 0.01187t0~65543

I TIME 1 DAYS)

Figure 7. --Normal ground-water depletion curve, Watershed 18.
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Table 1 .--Procedure for synchronizing periods of base flow to

derive normal. curve of ground water depletion

t : Beginning date of periods : Average

(3ays) : 4/z/44 : 4/11,‘49  : ?/Q/39  : L&/39 : 4/13/48  : dep?tion
C.s .m. C.s .m. C.s .m.

9.85
8.90
8.27
7.90
7.48
7.04
6.71
6.40
4.16
5.95

4.89
4.73
4.63

c.s .m.

9.82
8.82
8.21
8 . 0 1

C.s.n.

9.87
8.99
8 .3%
7.79
7.30
6.95
6.69
6 Jl.4

C.s.n.

0
1
2
3

;
6

87
C

16
1 1
12
1 3
14
1s
16
17
18
19
20

em

----
mm -- --

7.91
7.s7
7.10
6.71
6.36
6.15

--

--

mm.

--

--

em

7.93
7.08

-- se

-m

--

Be

we

em

--

--

--
--
--
--

5.95
4.75
5.6j.r

z*::.
- -

es

--

5.62
5.45

--
-- --

mm

ii.72
j1.66
4.40
4.32
4.26

--
--

--
-- --

14.92mm --
me

--

--

se

--

mm

we

SW

--
-- --
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GROUND WATER

The third phase of basic water-resource accounting consists of record-
ing and tabulating ground water data. Ground water levels or water table
elevations from shallow wells can be measured and recorded by use of a
water level recorder. Form 100, Record of Water Table Elevations, is used
in compiling ground water data.

Record of Water Table Elevations--Form 100

Actual water table elevations may be read from the recorder chart for
any desired time. Form 100 uses the hours of 8 a. m. or 5 p. m. or both.
The readings are recorded by days and months on the form. Elevation of the
water table above mean sea level is recorded unless otherwise specified and
noted in the remarks section on the form. One sheet is used for the dormant
season, November through April, and one for the growing season, May through
October.

At the top of the form, appropriate information should be entered in the
proper blanks to describe the well and the location. At the bottom of the form,
space is provided for remarks, maximum, minimum, and range of water
levels for the period. Forms 100 and 1OOa  are shown on the following pages.

Ground Water Summaries

Ground water data are commonly summarized graphically by plotting
daily values for the hydrologic year in the same fashion that stream dis-
charge values are given. Figure 8 gives an example of such a summary.

For special studies such as daily fluctuations in the water table, hourly
values may be taken from the recorder chart and either tabulated or shown
graphically.
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RI-SE
WATER RELATIONS
Ground Water

U. S. Department of Agriculture Form 100
Forest Service File No.3.51

WATER TABLE ELEVATIONS

Experimental Forest Coweeta
Drainage Area 6
Well Diameter
Recorder 36?G?G:%!?pthl*l

Well Number 6
Period: November 1, 19&j- April 30, 1918

Reference Iron Elevation 2352.j,&
Date Installed Sept. 29, 1938

Remarks n.P. 11/21 - 2335.8h M.P. 2/lS/h8 - 2338.92 M.P. %&ML~ - ?wJ&

Maximum for Periodm,Q:, 2/l2inimum for Period=.93  %&mum  Range L.99
Observer8 R. Se Piem Recorder: R* Se Pierce Ohecked  by: E* A* Jam
Elevation of the water table above mean sea level is recorded unless otherwise shown
by remarks. The figures for hundreds of feet are omitted, Example, 2264,12  is re-
corded as 64.12.
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RI-SE
WATER RELATIONS
Ground Water

U. S. Department of Agriculture
Forest Service

WATER TABLE ELEVATIONS

Form 1OOa
File No . 3051

Experimental Forest Coweeta Well Number 6
'Periodr  May 1, 19&-  October 31, 19J&

Reference Iron
Date Installed

rust f September October
8A f 5p f 8A t 5p i 5P f 8A 5p I 8A 5p

. . I 35 .131 I 6JA

Remarks? B.P. ?/25  - 2335.12, S/7 - 2336.27

maximum  for Period 2X6.27 817 Minimum for Period2334*37 "'%!aximum  Range 1.90

Observer: R. S. Pierce Recorder: R. S. Pierce Checked by: E. A. Johnson

Elevation of the water table above mean sea level is recorded unless otherwise shown
by remarks. The figures for hundreds of feet are omitted. &ample, 2264.12 is re-
corded as b&,12.
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Figure 8. - - Water table elevations at 8 A. M. from Well No. 6 for 1948.



CONVERSION FACTORS

Area:
acres to square miles = Acres

640

Rate:
c.f.s. to c.s.m.  = c.f.s.

'square mi.
or 640 x c.f.s.

area

c.f.s. to in./hr.  = ( 3600 > x 12
43.5660 x acres

c.s.m.  to in./hr.  = c.s.m. ( 3600 1 x 12
43560 x 640

c.f.s. to a./f.  per day = c.f.s.

c.s.m. to depth per day (inches) = c.s.m. ( 86400 )
7i3%E-a

Volume:
cu. ft. to cu. ft. per sq. mi. = cu.ft.

sq.mi.
or 640 x

area

cu. ft. to area inches = cu. ft. ( 1 > x
43560 x acres

cu. ft. to mean daily c.s.m. = cu.ft. ( 1 >
86400 x sq. mi.

cu. ft. to a./f. = cu. ft.
435X0

x 12

cu. ft.

12

Agriculture--Asheville


